In this paper we develop an optimal cache-oblivious priority queue data structure, supporting insertion, deletion, and deletemin operations in O(
INTRODUCTION
As the memory systems of modern computers become more complex, it is increasingly important to design algorithms that are sensitive to the structure of memory. One of the essential features of modern memory systems is that they are made up of a hierarchy of several levels of cache, main memory, and disk. While traditional theoretical computational models have assumed a "flat" memory with uniform access time, the access times of different levels of memory can vary by several orders of magnitude in current machines. For example, level-two cache is often around 100 times faster than main memory, while main memory is around 1,000,000 times faster than disks. In order to amortize the large access time of memory levels far away from the processor, memory systems often transfer data between memory levels in large blocks. Thus it is becoming increasingly important to obtain high data locality in memory access patterns.
The standard approach to obtaining good locality is to design algorithms parameterized by several aspects of the memory hierarchy, such as the size of each memory level, and the speed and block sizes of memory transfers between levels. Unfortunately, this parameterization often leads to complex algorithms that are tuned to particular architectures. As a result these algorithms are inflexible and not portable. To avoid the complexity of having too many parameters, a lot of research has been done on simpler two-level memory models. Recently, a promising new line of research has aimed at developing memory-hierarchy-sensitive algorithms that avoid any memory-specific parameterization whatsoever. It has been shown that if such a so-called cache-oblivious algorithm works optimally on a two-level hierarchy then it works optimally on all levels of a multilevel memory hierarchycache-oblivious algorithms automatically tune to arbitrary memory architectures. It seems surprising that data locality can be achieved without using the parameters describing the structure of the memory hierarchy, but nevertheless it is possible. Cache-oblivious algorithms have been developed for fundamental problems such as sorting and searching.
In this paper we develop an optimal cache-oblivious priority queue. Previously no such structure was known since known memory hierarchy efficient priority queues all rely crucially on parameters describing the hierarchy. We use the priority queue to develop several cache-oblivious graph algorithms. These are the first such algorithms and the complexity of most of our algorithms match the complexity of the best known two-level cache-aware algorithms.
Background and previous results
Most algorithmic work has been done in the Random Access Machine (RAM) model of computation, which models a "flat" memory with uniform access time. Recently however, some attention has turned to the development of theoretical models for modern complicated hierarchical memory systems-see e.g. [2, 3, 4, 6, 33, 37, 38] . Developing models that are both simple and realistic is a challenging task since a memory hierarchy is described by many parameters. In order to avoid the complications of multilevel memory models, a body of work has focused on two-level memory hierarchies. Most of this work has been done in the context of problems involving massive datasets, because the extremely long access times of disks compared to other levels of the hierarchy means that I/O between main memory and disk is often the bottleneck in such problems.
I/O model.

In the two-level I/O model (or external-memory model )
introduced by Aggarwal and Vitter [5] , the memory hierarchy consists of an internal memory of size M , and an arbitrarily large external memory partitioned into blocks of size B. The efficiency of an algorithm in this model (a so-called I/O or external-memory algorithm) is measured in terms of the number of block transfers it performs between these two levels (here called memory transfers). The simplicity of the I/O model has resulted in the development of a large number of external memory algorithms and techniques. See e.g. [10, 37] for recent surveys.
The number of memory transfers needed to read N contiguous items from disk is scan(N ) = Θ( N B ) (the linear or scanning bound). Aggarwal and Vitter [5] showed that Θ( (the sorting bound). The number of memory transfers needed to search for an element among a set of N elements is Ω(log B N ) (the searching bound) and this bound is matched by the B-tree, which also supports updates in O(log B N ) memory transfers [12, 23, 27, 26] . An important consequence of these bounds is that, unlike in the RAM model, one cannot sort optimally with a search treeinserting N elements in a B-tree takes O(N log B N ) memory transfers which is a factor of (B log B N )/(log M/B N B ) from optimal. Finally, permuting N elements according to a given permutation takes Θ(min{N, sort(N )}) memory transfers and for all practical values of N, M and B this is Θ(sort(N )) [5] . This represents another fundamental difference between the RAM and I/O model, since N elements can be permuted in O(N ) time in internal memory.
Cache-oblivious model.
The main disadvantage of a two-level memory model is that the programmer must focus efforts on a particular level of the hierarchy, resulting in programs that are less flexible to different-scale problems and that do not adapt well when the dominating level changes. Nevertheless, despite the disadvantages of two-level models, the I/O model has been successful because it is convenient for the algorithm designer to consider only two levels of the hierarchy.
Very recently, a new model that combines the simplicity of the two-level models with the realism of more complicated hierarchical models was introduced by Frigo et al. [25] . The idea in the cache-oblivious model is to design and analyze algorithms in the I/O model but without using the parameters M and B in the algorithm description. It is assumed that M > B 2 (the tall cache assumption) and that when an algorithm accesses an element that is not stored in main memory, the relevant block is automatically fetched with a memory transfer. If the main memory is full, the ideal block in main memory is elected for replacement based on the future characteristics of the algorithm, that is, an optimal paging strategy is assumed. While this model may seem unrealistic, Frigo et al. [25] showed that it can be simulated by essentially any memory system with only a small constantfactor overhead. The main advantage of the cache-oblivious model is that it allows us to reason about a simple two-level memory model, but prove results about an unknown, multilevel memory model. Since an analysis of an algorithm in the two-level model holds for any block and main memory size, it holds for any level of the memory hierarchy. As a concequence, if the algorithm is optimal in the two-level model, it is optimal on all levels of the memory hierarchy.
Frigo et al. [25] developed optimal cache-oblivious algorithms for matrix multiplication, matrix transposition, Fast Fourier Transform, and sorting. Optimal cache-oblivious algorithms have also been found for LU decomposition [15, 35] . Bender et al. [13] and subsequently Brodal et al. [16] , Bender et al. [14] , and Rahman et al. [32] developed cacheoblivious B-trees with a search cost of O(log B N ) matching the standard (cache-aware) B-tree. The practical efficiency of the developed algorithms have been investigated in [32, 16, 14] .
Priority queues.
A priority queue maintains a set of elements each with a priority (or key) under the operations insert, delete, and deletemin, where a deletemin operation finds and deletes the minimum key element in the queue. The heap data structure is a standard implementation of a priority queue and a balanced search tree can of course also easily be used to implement a priority queue. In the I/O model a priority queue based on a B-tree would support all operations in O(log B N ) memory transfers. The standard heap can also be easily modified (to have fanout B) so that all operations are supported in the same bound (see e.g. [29] ). The existence of a cache-oblivious B-tree immediately implies the existence of a O(log B N ) cache-oblivious priority queue.
As discussed, the use of an O(log B N ) search tree-or priority queue-to sort N elements results in algorithms that are a factor of (B log B N )/(log M/B (N/B)) from optimal. To sort optimally we need a data structure supporting the relevant operations in O(
) memory transfers. Note that for reasonable values of N , M , and B, this term is less than 1 and we can therefore only obtain this bound in an amortized sense. To obtain such a bound, Arge developed the buffer tree technique [8] . The main idea in this technique is to perform operations in a lazy (or batched) Problem Our cache-oblivious result Previous best cache-aware result
Figure 1: Summary of our results (Priority queue bounds are amortized).
manner using main memory sized buffers attached to the nodes of the data structure. Arge [8] showed how to use the buffer tree technique on a B-tree in order to obtain a priority queue supporting all operations in O(
) amortized memory transfers. However, this structure seems hard to make cache-oblivious since it (apart from the memory sized buffers) involves periodically finding the Θ(M ) smallest key elements in the structure and storing them in internal memory. I/O-efficient priority queues have also been obtained by using the buffer technique on heap structures [24, 28] . Similar to the structure by Arge, the heap structure by Fadel et al. [24] seems hard to make cache-oblivious because it requires collecting Θ(M ) insertions and periodically performing them all on the structure at the same time. The structure by Kumar and Schwabe [28] avoids this by using the buffer technique on a tournament tree data structure. However, their structure still requires memory sized buffers. Apart from this they only obtained O( 1 B log 2 N ) bounds, mainly because their structure was designed to also support an update operation. Finally, Brodal and Katajainen [17] developed a priority queue structure based on a M/B-way merging scheme, which also seems hard to make cache-oblivious.
I/O-efficient graph algorithms.
The superlinear lower bound on permutation in the I/O model has some consequences for the I/O-complexity of graph algorithms, because the solution of almost any graph problem involves somehow permuting the V vertices or E edges of the graph. Thus Ω(min{V, sort(V )}) is in general a lower bound on the number of memory transfers needed to solve most graph problems. Refer to [9, 19, 30] . As mentioned, this bound is Θ(sort(V )) in all practical cases. Still, even though a large number of I/O-efficient graph algorithms have been developed (see e.g. [37] and references therein), not many algorithms match this bound. Below we review the results most relevant to our work.
Like for PRAM algorithms, list ranking-the problem of ranking the elements in a linked lists stored unordered on disk-is the most fundamental I/O graph problem. Using PRAM techniques, Chiang et al. [19] developed the first I/O-efficient list ranking algorithm. Using an I/O-efficient priority queue, Arge [8] showed how to solve the problem in O(sort(V )) memory transfers. The list ranking algorithm and PRAM techniques can be used in the development of O(sort(V )) algorithms for most problems on trees, such as computing an Euler Tour, Breadth-First-Search (BFS), Depth-First-Search (DFS), and computing a centroid decomposition [19] . The best known DFS and BFS algorithms for general directed graphs use [18] memory transfers. For undirected graphs, an improved O(V + sort(E)) BFS algorithm has been developed [30] . The best known algorithms for computing the connected components and the minimal spanning forest of a general undirected graph both [30, 11] . Both these algorithms are improvements of algorithms developed in [1, 19, 28 ].
Our results
The main result of this paper is an optimal cache-oblivious priority queue. Our structure supports insert, delete, and deletemin operations in O(
) amortized memory transfers and O(log N ) amortized computation time-it is described in Section 2. As discussed, even though several efficient priority queues were previously known for the I/O model, none of them can readily be made cache-oblivious. One key difficulty in designing a cache-oblivious priority queue is that in order to be optimal the structure has to adapt to arbitrary values of both B and M , in contrast to existing cache-oblivious data structures, which only adapt to B [13, 14, 16] . We overcome this difficulty by a novel combination of several new ideas with ideas used in previous recursively defined cache-oblivious algorithms and data structures [25, 13] , the buffer technique of Arge [8, 28] , and the M/B-way merging scheme utilized by Brodal and Katajainen [17] . We believe that our ideas will be useful in the development of other cache-oblivious data structures, in particular structures that adapt to both B and M .
In the second part of the paper, Section 3, we use the priority queue to develop several cache-oblivious graph algorithms. Previously, no such algorithms were known. We first show how to solve the list ranking problem in O(sort(V )) memory transfers. Using this result we develop O(sort(V )) algorithms for fundamental problems on trees such as the Euler Tour, BFS, and DFS problems. Using these algorithms and the techniques used in them many other problems on trees can be solved efficiently. The complexity of all of these algorithms matches the complexity of the best known cache-aware algorithms. Next we consider DFS and BFS on general graphs. Using our priority queue and a modified version of a data structure used in the O((V + E/B) log V +sort(E)) DFS and BFS algorithms for directed graphs [18] , we make these algorithms cache-oblivious. We also discuss how the best known O(V + sort(E)) BFS algorithm for undirected graphs [30] can be made cache-oblivious. Finally, we develop two cache-oblivious algorithms for computing a minimal spanning forest (MSF), and thus also for computing connected components, of an undirected graph using O(sort(E) · log 2 log 2 V ) and O(V + sort(E)) memory transfers, respectively. The two algorithms can be combined to compute the MSF in O(sort(E) · log 2 log 2 V V + V ) memory transfers for any V independent of B and M . Figure 1 summarizes our results. We believe our priority queue and the developed algorithms can be used in the development of many other cache-oblivious algorithms.
PRIORITY QUEUE
In this section we describe our new optimal cache-oblivious priority queue. In Section 2.1 we define the data structure and in Section 2.2 we describe the supported operations.
Structure
Levels.
Our priority queue data structure consists of Θ(log log N ) levels whose sizes vary from N to a constant size c. The size of a level corresponds (asymptotically) to the number of elements that can be stored within it. The i'th level from above has size N (2/3)
and for convenience we refer to the levels by their size. Thus the levels from largest to smallest are level
, and level c. Intuitively, smaller levels store elements with smaller keys or elements that were more recently inserted. In particular, the minimum key element and the most recently inserted element are always in the smallest (lowest) level c. Both insertions and deletions are initially performed on the smallest level and may propagate up through the levels.
Buffers.
Elements are stored in a level in a number of buffers, which are also used to transfer elements between levels. Level X consists of one up buffer u X that can store up to X elements, and at most
2/3 and 2X 2/3 elements. Thus the maximum capacity of level X is 3X. Refer to Figure 2 . Note that the size of a down buffer at one level matches the size (up to a constant factor) of the up buffer one level down.
We maintain three invariants about the relationships between the elements in buffers of various levels: The three invariants ensure that the keys of the elements in the down buffers get larger as we go from smaller to larger levels of the structure. Furthermore, an order exists between the buffers on one level: keys of elements in up buffers are larger than keys of elements in down buffers; therefore, down buffers are drawn below up buffers on Figure 2 . However, the keys of the elements in an up buffer are unordered relative to the keys of the elements in down buffers one level up. Intuitively, up buffers store elements that are "on their way up", that is, they have yet to be resolved as belonging to a particular down buffer in the next level (or higher levels). Analogously, down buffers store elements that are "on their way down"-these elements are partitioned into several clusters so that we can quickly find the cluster of smallest key elements of size roughly equal to the next level down. In particular, the element with overall smallest key is in the first down buffer at level c.
Layout.
We store the priority queue in a linear array as follows. The levels are stored consecutively from smallest to largest. Thus each level occupies a single region of memory. Level X reserves space for exactly 3X elements, X for the up buffer and 2X 2/3 for each possible down buffer. The up buffer is stored first, followed by the down buffers stored in an arbitrary order but linked together to form an ordered linked list. Thus 3
is an upper bound on the total size of the array. 
Operations
To implement the priority queue operations we will use two general operations, push and pull. Push inserts X elements into level X 3/2 , and pull removes the X elements with smallest keys from level X 3/2 and returns them in sorted order. This way, deletemin corresponds to pulling an element from the smallest level, and insert corresponds to pushing an element into the smallest level. More generally, whenever an up buffer in level X overflows we push the X elements in the buffer one level up, and whenever the down buffers in level X becomes too empty we pull X elements from one level up.
Push.
To insert X elements into level X 3/2 , we first sort the X elements cache-obliviously using O(1
) memory transfers [25] . Next we distribute the elements in the sorted list into the X 1/2 down buffers of level X 3/2 by scanning through the list and simultaneously visiting the down buffers in (linked) order. More precisely, we append elements to the end of the current down buffer d If the up buffer runs full during the above process, that is, contains more than X 3/2 elements, then all of these elements are recursively pushed into the next level up. Note that after such a recursive push, X 3/2 elements have to be inserted (pushed) into the up buffer of level X 3/2 before another recursive push is needed. Ignoring the cost of this recursion for the moment we have:
) memory transfers amortized while maintaining Invariants 1-3.
Pull.
To delete the X smallest keys elements from level X 3/2 , first assume that the down buffers contain at least 3 2 X elements. In this case the first three down buffers d X and 6X elements (Invariants 1 and 2) . We find and remove the X smallest elements simply by sorting these elements using O(1 + ) memory transfers in total. It is easy to see that it maintains Invariants 1-3.
In the case where the down buffers contain fewer than 3 2 X elements, we first pull the X 3/2 elements with smallest keys from the next level up. Because these elements do not necessarily have smaller keys than the, say U , elements in the up buffer u
, we first sort this up buffer and merge the two sorted lists. Then we insert the U elements with largest keys into the up buffer, and distribute the remaining between X 3/2 and X 3/2 + 3 2
X elements into X 1/2 down buffers of size between X and X+ 3 2 X 1/2 each (such that the O(1/X+1/B) amortized down buffer split bound is maintained). It is easy to see that this procedure maintains the three invariants. Afterwards, we can find the X minimal key elements as above. Note that after a recursive pull, X 3/2 elements have to be deleted (pulled) from the down buffers of level X 3/2 before another recursive pull is needed. Note also that a pull on level X 3/2 does not affect the number of elements in the up buffer u
. Because we fill up the down buffers after a recursive pull using one sort and one scan of X 3/2 element, this cost is dominated by the cost of the recursive pull operation on the next level up. Ignoring these costs for the moment we have: 
Total cost.
To analyze the amortized cost of an insert or deletemin, we consider the total number of memory transfers used to perform push and pull operations during N/2 operations. After every N/2 operations we rebuild the structure such that all up buffers are empty and such that level X has X 1/3 down buffers of size X 2/3 (except for level N , which has Θ(N 1/3 ) down buffers of size N 2/3 ). This way the largest level of the priority queue is always of size Θ(N ), and after the rebuilding X elements have to be pushed into or pulled from level X before recursive push or pulls are needed. We can easily perform the rebuilding in a sorting step using O( We charge a push of X elements from level X up to level X 3/2 to level X. Since X elements have to be inserted in the up buffer u X of level X between such pushes, and as elements can only be inserted in u X when elements are in-serted (pushed) into level X (pulls from level X and from level X 3/2 into level X do not affect the number of elements in u X ), O(N/X) pushes are charged to level X during the N/2 operations. Similarly, we charge a pull of X elements from level X 3/2 down to level X to level X. Since between such pulls (at least) X elements have to be deleted from the down buffers of level X by pulls on X (push of elements into level X only increase the number of deletions needed and push of elements from level X to level X 3/2 does not affect the number of elements in down buffers of level X), O(N/X) pulls are charged to level X during the N/2 operations.
By Lemma 2 and 3 we know that a push or pull charged to level X uses O(X 
There is a constant number of such levels. Recall that the X 1/2 cost was from distributing X sorted elements into the less than X 1/2 down buffers of level X 3/2 . More precisely, a block of each buffer may have to be loaded and written back without transferring a full block of elements into the buffer. However, because X 1/2 ≤ B and M = Ω(B 2 ) (the tall-cache assumption), a block for each of the buffers can fit into main memory. In fact, a block of each of the buffers of each of the constant number of levels between B 3/2 and B 3 , as well as all levels less than B 3/2 , fit in memory. Consequently, if a fraction of the main memory is used to keep a partially filled block of each buffer of these levels in memory at all times, and only full block are written to disk, the X 1/2 term would be eliminated. The optimal paging strategy will do at least as good as this strategy and thus eliminate the X 1/2 term. (LRU and FIFO strategies achieve the same effect within a constant factor of the value of M [25] .) Finally, push and pull operations of X < B elements have no transfer cost at all since the optimal paging strategy can keep all levels less than B 
). We note that a delete operation can be supported in the same bound using ideas from [8, 28] . Basically, to delete an element, we insert a special "delete element" with the relevant key into the priority queue, and the deletion actually occurs when this element arrives in the same buffer as the element to be deleted. Note that the delete operation requires that we know the key of the element to be deleted. Details will appear in the full paper where we will also analyze the (RAM) computation time of each of the operations. 
GRAPH ALGORITHMS
In this section we discuss how our cache-oblivious priorityqueue can be used to develop several cache-oblivious graph algorithms. We first consider the simple list ranking problem and algorithms on trees, and then we go on and consider BFS, DFS and minimal spanning tree algorithms.
List ranking
In the list ranking problem we are given a linked list of V nodes, each with a pointer (edge) to the next node in the list, stored as an unordered sequence. The goal is to determine the rank of each node v, that is, the number of edges from v to the end of the list.
Based on ideas from efficient PRAM algorithms [7, 21] , Chiang et al. [19] designed an O(sort(V )) I/O model list ranking algorithm. The main idea in this algorithm is to find an independent set of Θ(V ) nodes (nodes without edges to each other), contract the edges incident to the nodes in this set ("bridge out" the nodes in the independent set), recursively rank the remaining list, and finally reintegrate the contracted nodes in the list (compute their rank). Except for the computation of the independent set, the nonrecursive steps of this algorithm can easily be performed using only a constant number of scans and sorts of the unordered list. Thus they can also be performed cacheobliviously in O(sort(V )) memory accesses. Details will appear in the full paper. Chiang et al. [19] gave several O(sort(V )) algorithms for computing an independent set of size V /c for some constant c > 0, resulting in a
The independent set algorithms of Chiang et al. [19] are based on 3-coloring algorithms. Every node is colored with one of three colors such that adjacent nodes have different colors. The independent set then consists of the set of nodes with the most popular color. Their algorithms required B not being too large or M/B not being too small. These constraints were later removed by Arge [8] and Kumar and Schwabe [28] using I/O-efficient priority queues. The main idea in the resulting 3-coloring algorithm is as follows. An edge (v, w) is called a forward edge if v appears before w in the (unordered) sequence of nodes-otherwise it is called a backward edge. First the list is split into two sets consisting of forward running segments (forward lists) and backward running segments (backward lists). Each node is included in at least one of these sets and nodes at the head or tail of a segment (nodes at which there is a reversal of the direction) will be in both sets. This step can easily be performed cache-obliviously in a scan of the nodes of the list. Next the nodes in the forward lists are colored red or blue by coloring the head nodes red and the other nodes alternatingly red and blue. The coloring is performed using a priority queue. In a single scan the head vertices are identified, colored, and inserted in a priority queue with keys equal to their position in the unordered list. Next the minimal key node v is repeatedly extracted and v's successor is colored the opposite color of v and inserted in the queue. Since only forward list are colored, the nodes will be colored (accessed) in the order they are stored on disk, that is, in a single scan of the list. Apart from this scan, a total of O(V ) operations are performed on the priority queue. Consequently, using our cache-oblivious priority queue, the coloring can be performed cache-obliviously in O(sort(V )) memory accesses. After coloring the forward lists red or blue, the nodes in the backward lists are colored green and blue in a similar way, with the head nodes being colored green. In total, every node is colored with one color, except for the heads/tails which have two colors. By coloring a head/tail node red unless it was initially colored blue and green, in which case it is colored green, a 3-coloring is obtained [19] . 
Algorithms on trees
Many efficient PRAM algorithms on undirected trees uses Euler Tour techniques [34, 36] . An Euler of a graph is a path that traverses each edge exactly once and forms a cycle. Not every graph has an Euler Tour but a tree where each undirected edge has been replaced with two directed edges does. Using ideas utilized in efficient PRAM algorithms, an Euler Tour of such a modified tree can easily be computed using a scan of the graph followed by a list ranking step. Thus it can be computed cache-obliviously in O(sort(V )) memory accesses. Using an Euler Tour, list ranking, and sorting, the BFS and DFS numberings of the nodes of a tree can also easily be computed cache-obliviously in O(sort(V )) memory accesses [34, 36, 19] . Another example of a problem that can be solved using these primitives is centroid decomposition. Details will appear in the full paper. 
DFS and BFS
We now consider DFS and BFS algorithms for general graphs. We first consider directed graphs and then we develop an improved algorithm for BFS on undirected graphs.
Directed graphs.
For brevity, we only discuss directed DFS. All the discussed algorithms can easily be modified to solve the BFS problem. In the RAM model, directed DFS can be solved in linear time using a stack containing vertices v that have not yet been visited but have an edge (w, v) incident to a visited vertex w. In the I/O model this algorithm may require Ω(E) memory transfers since one memory transfer may be needed to check if v have already been visited when edge (w, v) is processed. Chiang et al. [19] 
improved this to O(V + E B V M
) by storing the stack in main memory and periodically removing all edges incident to vertices on the stack. It seems hard to make this algorithm cache-oblivious since it depends crucially on knowledge of the main memory size. Buchsbaum et al. [18] 
described another O((V + E B
) log 2 V + sort(E)) algorithm. This algorithm uses three basic structures: a priority queue, a stack, and a so-called buffered repository tree. While a stack is cache-oblivious (push or pop requires O(1/B) memory accesses amortized), the buffered repository tree need to be modified in order to be cache-oblivious.
A buffered repository tree (BRT) maintains O(E) elements with keys in the range [1. .V ] under the operations insert and extract. The insert operation inserts a new element, while the extract operation reports and deletes all elements with a certain key. Our cache-oblivious version of the BRT tree consists of a static binary tree with the keys 1 through V in the leaves. Each node and leaf of the tree has a buffer associated with it. The buffer of a leaf v contains elements with key v and the buffers of the internal nodes are used to perform insertions in a batched manner. An insert is performed by inserting the new element into the root buffer. An extraction of elements with key v is performed by traversing a root-leaf path to the leaf containing v. At each node µ on this path the associated buffer is scanned, the relevant elements reported and deleted, and the remaining elements distributed among the two buffers associated with the children of µ. At the leaf v the elements in the buffer are reported and deleted. When emptying a buffer, an element with key w is distributed to the buffer of the child of µ on the path to w, and we make sure that elements inserted in a buffer at the same time are placed in consecutive memory locations. This way the buffer of a node µ can be viewed as consisting of a linked list of buckets of elements in consecutive memory locations, with the number of buckets being equal to the number of buffer emptyings that have been performed on the parent of µ since the last emptying of µ's buffer. Proof. Emptying the buffer of a node (or a leaf) µ containing X elements in K buckets takes O(1 + X/B + K) memory accesses. We charge the X/B-term to the inserts that inserted the X elements. Since each element is charged at most once on each level of the tree, an insert is charged O( 1 B log 2 V ) accesses in total. The K-term is charged to the extract operation that created the K buckets. Since an extract creates 2 buckets on each level of the tree, it is charged a total of O(log 2 V ) memory accesses.
Using our cache-oblivious BRT structure and cache-oblivious priority queue in the algorithm by Buchsbaum et al. [18] we can obtain a cache-oblivious DFS algorithm. A number of data structures are maintained during this algorithm: a stack S containing the vertices on the path from the root of the DFS tree to the current vertex, a priority queue P (v) for each vertex v containing edges (v, w) connecting v with a possibly unvisited vertex w, as well as a global BRT structure D containing edges (v, w) incident to a vertex w that has already been visited but where (v, w) are still present in P (v). The key of an edge (v, w) in D is v. Initially all edges are inserted in the P (v)'s. To compute the DFS tree, the vertex u on the top of the stack is repeatedly considered. All edges (u, w) corresponding to u are extracted from D and deleted from P (u). If P (u) is now empty all neighbors of u have been visited and it is removed from the top of the stack. Otherwise a delete is performed on P (u) to obtain a vertex v to visit next. This vertex is pushed on the stack and edges (w, v) incident to it are inserted in D (since v is now visited). Note that the edges are not deleted directly from the relevant P (w)'s since that could cost a memory access per edge. Since the algorithm performs O(V ) stack operations and extract operations on D, O(E) inserts on D and operations on the priority queues, and uses O(1) extra memory accesses to access a priority queue every time a vertex is processed, it uses O((V + E B ) log 2 V + sort(E)) memory accesses in total. Refer to [18] for details.
Undirected graphs.
While known I/O model algorithms for directed DFS and BFS take the same number of memory transfers, an improved O(V + sort(E)) algorithm has been developed by Munagala and Ranade for undirected BFS [30] . The main idea in this algorithm is to visit the vertices in the graph in "layers" defined by their distance from the root of the BFS tree. Since the graph is undirected, layer i + 1 vertices can be obtained from two lists of layer i and i − 1 vertices using a few scan and sort steps. The resulting algorithms, which is easily seen to be cache-oblivious, uses O(V + sort(E)) memory accesses. Refer to [30] for details, which will also appear in the full version of this paper. 
Minimal Spanning Forest
We now consider algorithms for computing the minimal spanning forest (MSF) of an undirected weighted graph. In the I/O model, a string of algorithms have been developed for the problem, culminating in an algorithm using O(sort(E) · log 2 log 2 (
V B E
)) memory transfers developed by Arge et al. [19, 1, 28, 11] . This algorithm consists of two phases [11] . In the first phase an edge contraction algorithm inspired by PRAM MSF algorithms is used [20, 22] . After the number of vertices has been reduced to O(E/B), a modified version of Prim's algorithm is then used in the second phase. Using our cache-oblivious priority queue we can modify both of the phases to work cache obliviously. However, since we cannot decide cache obliviously when the first phase has reduced the number of vertices to O(E/B), we are not able to combine the two phases as effectively as in the I/O model. Below we first sketch how to make the algorithms used in the two phases cache-oblivious, and then we discuss their combination. Details will appear in the full paper.
Phase 1.
The basic algorithm based on vertex contraction proceeds in stages [20, 19, 28] . In each stage the minimum weight edge incident to each vertex is selected and output as part of the MSF, and the vertices connected by the selected edges are contracted into super-vertices (that is, the connected components of the graph of selected edges are contracted). This way the number of vertices is reduced to O(V /2 i ) after i stages. We can easily select the minimum weight edges cache-obliviously in O(sort(E)) memory accesses using a few scans and sorts. To perform the contraction, we select a leader vertex in each connected component of the graph of selected edges and replace every edge (u, v) in the graph with the edge (leader(u), leader(v)). To select the leaders, we use of the following three properties: the selected edges of a connected component form a tree, exactly one edge in each tree (the minimal weight edge in the tree) is selected twice, and the weights of the edges along a simple path from this edge to a leaf of the tree appear in increasing order. Thus in a single scan of the selected edges we can select the leaders of each component by identifying one of the vertices incident to each of the edges selected twice. We can then use our cache-oblivious tree algorithms developed in Section 3.2 (and thus our cacheoblivious priority queue) to distribute the identity of the leader to each vertex in each component in O(sort(V )) memory transfers. Finally, we can easily replace each edge (u, v) with (leader(u), leader(v)) cache-obliviously in O(sort(E)) memory accesses using a few scanning and sorting steps. In total we perform a stage in O(sort(E)) memory accesses and thus to reduce the number of vertices to V = V /2 i we use O(sort(E) · log 2 (V /V )) memory accesses. By grouping the stages into super-stages as in [11] , we can improve this to O(sort(E) · log 2 log 2 (V /V )). Thus we can obtain an O(sort(E) · log 2 log 2 V ) MSF algorithm by continuing until all edges have been contracted.
Phase 2.
A standard implementation of Prim's MST algorithm [31] uses Ω(E) memory transfers. Recall that this algorithm grows the MST iteratively from a source node while maintaining a priority queue on the vertices not included in the MST. Arge et al. [11] showed how to implement it to use O(V + sort(E)) memory transfers by storing edges in the priority queue instead of vertices. Their algorithm can immediately be made cache-oblivious using our cache-oblivious priority queue.
Combined algorithm.
In the I/O model, an O(sort(E) · log 2 log 2 (
V B E
)) MSF algorithm can be obtained by running the phase 1 algorithm until the number of vertices have been reduced to V = E/B using O((sort(E)·log 2 log 2 (
V B E )) memory transfers and then finishing the MSF in O(V + sort(E)) = O(sort(E)
) memory transfers using the phase 2 algorithm. As mentioned, we cannot combine the two phases as effectively in the cacheoblivious model. In general however, we can combine the two algorithms to obtain an O(sort(E)·log 2 log 2 (V /V )+V ) algorithm for any V independent of B and M . 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented an optimal cache-oblivious priority queue and used it to develop efficient cache-oblivious algorithms for several graph problems. We believe the ideas utilized in the priority queue will prove useful in the development of other cache-oblivious data structures.
Many important problems still remains open in the area of cache-oblivious algorithms and data structures. In the area of graph algorithms for example, it remains open to develop a cache-oblivious MSF algorithm with complexity matching the best known cache-aware algorithm. Cache-oblivious shortest path algorithms also still have to be developed.
